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Value-Driven Development 

Principles and Values – Agility 

is the Tool, Not the Master.               

Part 2 

“Values for Value” 
© by Tom Gilb 

  

Introduction 

The Agile Manifesto [2] has its heart in the right place, I am only 

worried about its ‘mind’. And its first principle “Our highest priority 

is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery 

of valuable software”, is central to the ideas in this part 2 article. 

It is not strange that I agree with Agile ideas, since many of my good friends, the 

‘Agilistas’, for example Kent Beck, explicitly point to my 1988 book, ‘Principles of 

Software Engineering Management’ as a source of some of their ideas [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

12]. 

My problem with agile is not in its ideals (in the Manifesto; although I do argue for a 

more explicit formulation here), but in the everyday 

teaching and practices we see. The bad practices we see, are the same problems 

that have been afflicting all software and IT projects long before 

agile appeared. Our technocratic culture (aka Nerds) has forgotten our stakeholders 

and their values. Maybe we never even actually ‘remembered’ stakeholders and their 

values? 

The agile practices are far too ‘programmer centric’, and far too little 

‘stakeholder value’ centric. The result is unfortunately that ‘working software’ 

[2] is delivered to a ‘customer’ [2]. 

However, necessary system values are not necessarily, and all too rarely, 

delivered to all critical stakeholders. Code has no value in itself. 

We can deliver bug-free code which has little or none of the anticipated 

value. We can deliver software functions, as defined in 

requirements, to the ‘customer’ – but still totally fail to deliver critical 

value to many critical stakeholders. 

  

I fear, and am sure,  this article will not correct the inbred narrow-mindedness of the 
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coder community. My principles and values do apply to a higher level of 

thinking than ‘coding’, well outside of coders interests. I tried in Part 1 to formulate a 

much clearer set of principles, a more explicit set; and in this article, Part 2, 

I will try to formulate clearer ‘values’ than the Agilistas managed 

to do. I have one decided, ‘unfair’ advantage: I am not subject to lowest 

common denominator agreement politics, as they were; I can express my 

own opinion – unopposed! I hereby give them, and you all,  specific permission 

to update their woolly and dangerous ideals, with these more focused 

ideals. And because they won’t ever change their static creed (chiseled in stone, un-agile 

Manifesto), I give the reader the right to spread these updated principles and values, 

and update them , and improve them, as they please and as needed. 

  

Part 1 of 2: was in previous issue 

Gilb’s Ten Key Agile Principles to deliver stakeholder 

value, to avoid bureaucracy and to give creative freedom [23, summary of Principles] 

 

This is Part 2, Values for Value  

 

My 10 Agile Values? © Tom Gilb 2004-10 

 

Perhaps a distinction between ‘principles’ and ‘values’ is in place.  

 

Principles are operational advice: ‘follow this principle and things will probably turn out 

better’. Values are deep-seated beliefs of what is right and wrong, what is ‘valuable’ 

and ‘valued’ – or not. 

 

Here then is a summary of my values for building systems – agile or not 

The Values will necessarily mirror to some degree the advice given in the Principles. But 

I will try to make a useful distinction between them. 

 

Here is a summary of my Values. There are four core values – simplicity, 

communication, feedback, and courage. , and the statements below them are 

intended to explain in more depth exactly what they mean to me – we all have different 

interpretations of these laudable value sentiments.. 

 

Simplicity 

1. Focus on real stakeholder values 
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Communication 

2. Communicate stakeholder values quantitatively 

3. Estimate expected results and costs in weekly steps and get 

quantified measurement feedback on your estimates the same 

week 

 

Feedback 

4. Install real quantified improvements for real stakeholders weekly 

5. Measure the critical aspects in the improved system weekly 

6. Analyze deviations from value and cost estimates 

 

Courage 

7. Change plans to reflect weekly quantified learning 

8. Immediately implement the most valued stakeholder needs by 

next week 

Don’t wait, don’t study (analysis paralysis), don’t make excuses. 

Just do it! 

9. Tell stakeholders exactly what quantified improvement you will 

deliver next week 

10. Use any design, strategy, method, process that works well quantitatively 

in order to get your results 

Be a systems engineer, not a just a programmer (a ‘Softcrafter’). 

Do not be limited by your craft background, in serving your 

paymasters. 

 

A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE AGILE VALUES 

Simplicity 

1. Focus on real stakeholder values. 

 

I believe in, and value, simplicity.  

 

I know that some of our software methods, like CMMI (Capability Maturity Model 

Integrated, ® SEI, http://www.sei.cmu.edu/pub/documents/08.reports/08tn003.pdf ) 

have gotten ridiculously complicated beyond any real usefulness. This in spite of a 

simple beginning (Radice et al, IBM Systems Journal, vol. 24, no. 2, 1985, my client 

using some of my methods for level 4, ‘quantification of quality’, with credit) 
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Agile is not least a healthy reaction to such insane extremes. But sometimes the 

pendulum swings too far in the opposite direction. Einstein was reputed to have said 

(but nobody can actually prove it!, Calaprice: Einstein Quotations) “Things” (like 

software methods) “should be as simple as possible, but no simpler”. My main argument 

with agile practice today is that we violated that sentiment. We have oversimplified. We 

have gotten rid of some excellent and necessary practices – especially regarding 

stakeholder values – especially about the qualities people want and expect when they 

invest in an IT system. The main fault is in the front end to the process, the 

requirements. The current agile practices put far too much emphasis on user, use cases, 

function. They SAY ‘value’, ‘they say ‘customer’. But they do not teach or practice this in 

a reasonable way for most real projects. They are ‘too simple’. 

 

 

Illustration: This is the core of what it is all about. “Value to stakeholders”. Yet agile practices today usually fail 

to identify or clarify most stakeholders, and most of their values! Current agile practices are thus ‘too simple’ 

to be practical and successful. 

 

If you deeply believe this, then the simplest thing you can do is to identify and deal with 

the top few dozen critical stakeholders. To deal with ‘the user’ and/or ‘the customer’ only 

is ‘too simple. This ‘top few critical stakeholders’ can be brainstormed in 30  minutes, 

and refined during the project, as experience dictates. It is not a heavy ‘overhead’, to be 

conscious of your key stakeholders. It is a necessity for project success. 
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 Illustration: Source re-crear.org, a voluntary client of the author. 

 

 

If you deeply believe that we need to list our stakeholders, then you will also take the 

trouble to identify the primary and critical values of each stakeholder. As a rough 

brainstorming this is an hour’s work, for a small group, to get an initial reasonable 

values draft.  

 

For Example: 

• Users: values are 

o Easy To Use 

o Easy To learn 

o Easy To Correct 

o Difficult to Mess Up 

o Productive 

Note: this is just a start! We need to define the values well enough to know if designs 

will work and if projects are measurably delivering value incrementally! Otherwise the 

above ‘nice sounding value words’ would be ‘too simple, for success. See below and Part 

1 of this paper [23, 24] 
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 You can refine the list of values as experience dictates. You can also largely reuse lists 

of stakeholders, and their known values in other projects in your domain. 

 

Doing this is NOT a heavy project overhead. The argument is that both exercises 

(stakeholders, their values) save time, prior to successful project completion. It is part 

of ‘the simplest path to success’. There are, by implication, even simpler paths to - 

failure: just don’t worry about stakeholder values initially – but they will ‘get you’ later. I 

value ‘real simplification’, not ‘illusory simplification’. 

 

 

 

My Communication Value 

 

So now we come to my second value, communication. I am sure we all believe in good 

communication, and are against bad communication. But in the IT/Software world I 

wander in, world-wide, they do what I would call ‘bad communication’ normally. And 

they do not even discuss this and make conscious decisions. I have a simple way of 

measuring ‘bad communication’ that never fails to ‘surprise’ managers and techies alike; 

who are under the illusion that ‘communication is not perfect, but it is pretty good, 

maybe good enough. I bring them through a simple (5 to 30 minutes) exercise, on ‘good 

requirements of their choice’. I use a method described elsewhere in more detail. I call 

the method “Agile Specification Quality Control” (SQC) [27, and 10, Chapter on SQC]. 

This is a really simple way to measure communication. Just ask participants to look at a 

selected text of 100 to 300 words. I prefer the ‘top level most critical project 

requirements’ (because that will be most dramatic when they are shown to be bad). Ask 

them to agree to 2 rules: 

1. The text (words and phrases) should be unambiguous to the intended readership 

2. The text should be clear enough to test successful delivery of it. 

Usually we add a third rule 

3. The ‘objectives’ should not specify proposed designs or architecture for getting to our 

objectives. 

 

They will have to agree that these rules are logically necessary. Then ask them to spend 

5 to 30 minutes identifying any words, terms phrases which fail these rules. And ask 

them to count the number of such failures (‘specification ‘defects’ – fail the rules). 
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Collect the number of defects found from each participant. That is in itself enough. Most 

everyone has found ‘too many’. The critical communication is obviously ‘bad’. People find 

something like 5 to 40 defects per 100-300 words. 

 

But, it can get even more fun if you realize that the best defect finder in the group 

probably did not find more that 1/6 of what is actually provably there, and a small team 

found only 1/3 of it! [27] 

 

The sad thing is that this poor communication about IT projects is pervasive, and clear 

communication (we can define this as “less than one defect per 300 words potentially 

remaining, even if unidentified”) is exceptional. Clear communication is in fact only the 

result of persistent management attention to reducing the defects. One customer of 

ours, good guys, reduced major defects per page from 82 to 10 in 6 months. Most 

people are at about 100-200 defects/page and do not even know it. But, they admit they 

are guilty after this test! 

 

If you measure, and systematically improve software specification (including code and 

tests), then you value communication like I do. But, you don’t really do this yet, do you? 

So we share the words ‘I value good communication’, but we have not really 

communicated what we mean by it – yet. I tried. Your turn now! Do you really believe 

that 100 major defects per 300 words (a virtual page), that your organization is 

probably guilty of, is good enough communication?  Have I communicated my 

‘communication’ value clearly enough to you yet? What part of ‘more than 1 major 

defect per page is unacceptable’ do you not understand? 

 

 

 

Communication, Value 2. Communicate stakeholder values quantitatively. 

So, I value the tool of ‘numbers’ to communicate values clearly. Most IT Projects seem 

to believe in nice sounding words. 

 

Here is a real example for a $100,000,000, 10 year project (from 14, which has many 

such cases). The CEO objected, when the CIO suggested clarification! 

 

 

1. Central to The Corporations business strategy is to be the world’s premier 

integrated  <domain> service provider. 

2. Will provide a much more efficient user experience 
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3. Dramatically scale back the time frequently needed after the last data is 

acquired to time align, depth correct, splice, merge, recompute and/or do 

whatever else is needed to generate the desired products 

4. Make the system much easier to understand and use than has been the case 

for previous system. 

5. A primary goal is to provide a much more productive system development 

environment than was previously the case. 

6. Will provide a richer set of functionality for supporting next-generation 

logging tools and applications. 

7. Robustness is an essential system requirement (see rewrite in example 

below) 

8. Major improvements in data quality over current practices 

Illustration: Real (slightly modified for confidentiality) objectives for a large software project. How many 

unclear and ambiguous terms can you count here? How many testable, or measurably clear ideas do you find? 

 

We were able to immediately quantify and clarify everything in the objectives. Nobody 

had every tried in the previous 8 project years. 

 

Here is a partial example: 

Robustness.Restore Speed: 

Type: Software Quality Requirement. 

Part of: Robustness 

Ambition: Should an error occur (or the user otherwise desire to do so), Horizon shall 

be able to restore the system to a previously saved state in less than 10 minutes. <-

6.1.2 HFA. 

 

Scale:  Duration from Initiation of Restore to Complete and verified state of a defined 

[Previous: Default = Immediately Previous] saved state. 

 

Initiation: defined as {Operator Initiation, System Initiation, ?}. Default = Any. 

 

Goal [Initial and all subsequent released and Evo steps] 1 minute? 

 

Fail [Initial and all subsequent released and Evo steps]  10 minutes. <- 6.1.2 HFA 

 

Catastrophe: 100 minutes. 

Illustration: using Planguage [10] to define one sub-attribute of Robustness. This took about 10 minutes. 
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Communication Value 3. Estimate expected results and costs in weekly steps, and 

get quantified measurement feedback on your estimates the same week. 

 

I am a strong believer in ‘Human <-> Software Communication’ (as opposed to us 

guessing in a meeting of just humans). My experience of humans is that they don’t know 

much truth of the technical systems they discuss. For example when making estimates 

for project costs. [28]. It is far simpler and more accurate to observe real systems, and 

their cost and quality attributes – that to ‘make estimates’ without yet observing reality. 

 

One great benefit with evolutionary [29] projects (which include iteration of delivery 

and feedback on costs and capability, and incrementing of system capability) is that we 

can let the project speak back to us about what’s happening, and relate that to our 

human-agreed performance and quality levels, and incremental costs. We can learn from 

unexpected deviation from plans. But, in order to let the system talk back to us, with its 

opinions about itself, we have to do better than measuring ‘stories burned down’. We 

have to listen to (measure) the real top level stakeholder values  that are being 

produced, or not. And most of you have not yet specified what those values are yet. So 

there is nothing to learn or listen to at all. 

 

 

Case Example [16] Confirmit. Using the Evo Agile method. 4 small development teams, 13 developers in total, 

work on a total of 25 top level critical software product requirements, for a 12 week period of weekly value 

delivery cycles. This is a snapshot of cycle 9 of 12. If you look at the Improvements %, you can see that they 
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are on track to meeting the required levels for delivery – which in fact they are very good at doing. They are 

communicating with the system in a far more advanced way that looking at story burn down rates. They are 

tracking the primary concerns of their stakeholders. Values. 

 

I  value dialogue between developers and the emerging system at this level. The system 

tells the truth. People have illusions that need rapid correction. The most important 

dialogue is about values and costs. The values need quantification in order to have an 

effective dialogue. Use cases and stories are not the right measure of stakeholder value. 

 

 

Feedback Value 4. Install real quantified improvements for real stakeholders. 

weekly 

 

• I value getting real results. Tangible benefits that make stakeholders want to 

dance in the streets with joy! I value seeing these benefits delivered early, 

frequently, and in large measure.  

• I have seen stories and use cases delivered [15] by experienced Scrum 

teams, with just one small problem. The stakeholder businesses found that 

their sales dropped dramatically as soon at the fine new Scrum system was 

delivered. Why? A little detail. It was taking about 300 seconds for a customer 

to find the right service supplier. Nobody had tried to manage that little detail. 

After all computers are so fast! The problem lay in total failure to specify 

usability requirements quantitatively. Like ‘maximum time to find the right 

supplier will be 30 seconds, and average 10 seconds’. The system needed 

better design and value requirements outside the Scrum team. And then 

succeeded. Scrum was ok, but the front end was not. It was a management 

problem, not a programming problem. It required several levels of 

management value analysis above the developer level to solve. 

• Scrum burn rates were fine, but they were burning the wrong values. 

•  

• Stakeholders do not EVER value ‘function’ (stories, use cases) alone. They 

need suitable quality and performance attributes delivered too. ‘Traditional 

agile practice’ hardly acts as though this is worth considering. I think they are 

dead wrong.  

• It is also very healthy to prove that you can deliver real value incrementally, 

not just assume that stories are the entire real value – they are NOT. This real 

value delivery means that we must apply total systems thinking: people, 

computers, databases, and much more than code. 
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•  

Feedback Value 5. Measure the critical aspects in the improved system weekly. 

•  

• Some, in fact most developers, seem to never ever measure the critical 

aspects of their system! Our IT-system failure rates are notoriously high too! 

• Some developers may carry-over to agile a Waterfall method concept of 

measuring critical attributes (at least performance) at the ‘end’ of a series of 

delivery cycles, before a major handover, or contractual handover.  

• Assuming the critical aspects are few (5 to 25) I think that we need to 

measure (test) any one of them that has changed, not just the ones we are 

targeting for improvement on a weekly cycle, and also measure any one 

which may have been negatively impacted by our development changes. 

• Measurement need not be expensive for short term cycles. We don’t need the 

final truth, and we are not doing a PhD. We can use appropriate simplification 

methods such as sampling, to give early indications of progress, order of 

magnitude of the progress, and of possible negative side effects. This is 

known as good engineering practice (they do call themselves software 

engineers?). 

• One of my clients (Confirmit) [16] simply decided they would spend no more 

than 30 minutes per week to get a rough measure of the critical value-to-

stakeholder attributes (a few, not all 25 each week). That worked for them. 

•  

Feedback Value 6. Analyze deviations from value and cost estimates 

• The essence of ‘feedback’ is to learn from the deviation from your 

expectations. This requires using numbers to specify requirements, and it 

requires measuring numerically, with enough accuracy to sense interesting 

deviations. Confirmit [16] does this in the case above.  

• For example:  

•  
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• Illustration: In this case when the impact of the ‘Marketing Info Recoding’ was 

twice as powerful as expected (actual 95% of requirement level met, versus 

50% estimated) the team was able to stop working on the 

Usability.Productivity attribute and focus their attention in the 3 iterations 

remaining before international version release, on the other weaker 

requirements, like Intuitiveness. The weekly measurement was done by 

Microsoft Usability Labs in this case. This improved Confirmit’s ability to hit or 

exceed almost all value targets, almost all the time. I call this ‘dynamic 

prioritization’. 

•  

• You cannot learn about the essential stakeholder values any other way – it 

has to be numeric. But numeric feedback about the key stakeholder values is 

hardly mentioned, and hardly practiced. We have ‘apparent numeracy’ by 

talking about velocity and burndown rates – but I mean numeracy about the 

critical stakeholder values. These are always either qualities (-ilities like 

reliability, usability, security) or work capacity (throughput, response time, 

storage capacity). All of these are quantifiable and measurable in practice 

[30] though few developers are trained to understand that, about the ‘quality’ 

requirements (ask how they measure ‘usability’) [30].  

Courage 

   I value courage.  I practice courage in my work (I am also doing right now by writing 

this paper). Courage to do what is right for the stakeholders. Courage to do what is right 

for your organization, and your project team – even if there are strong pressures (like 

the deadline) to avoid doing the right thing.  

I see no signs of this courage in the current agile environment. Everybody is happy to go 

along with a weak interpretation of some agile method. I do not see the strong leaders, 

the warriors for ethical development, the champions of the oppressed (stakeholders)! 

People don’t seem to care. If things go too badly – get another job. If millions are 

wasted – who cares, ‘it’s not my money’ [20, 31]. 

 

 If the project money were your money, would you let things continue as they are? Even 

when your family home is being foreclosed on, and you cannot feed or clothe your 

children very well, because your project is $1 million over budget? 

 

Courage Value 7. Change plans to reflect weekly quantified learning. 

One capability, which is implicit in the basic agile notion, is the ability to change quickly 

from earlier plans. One easy way to do this is to have no plans at all, but that is a bit 

extreme for my taste.  
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The feedback we get numerically and iteratively should be used to attack holy cows. For 

example to attack and change the architecture, supported by powerful directors, who 

have been led to believe in it by too-clever marketing. This would presuppose that these 

same directors, or other equally powerful forces in the organization, had agreed that 

they primarily wanted some particular quantified value delivered (say for ‘Robustness’, 

see example above), and it was clear to you from the feedback that a major 

architectural idea was not at all delivering on the promise. 

Of course one problem is that these same directors are the main culprits in NOT having 

clear numeric critical objectives for the quality values of the system. The problem is that 

they are not even trained at Business School to quantify qualities [20], and the situation 

may be as corrupt or political as described in [30] ‘Plundering the UK Economy’. 

But, in my experience, the problem, closer to the project, is not corruption or politics, or 

even lack of caring. It is sheer ignorance of the simple fact that management must 

primarily drive projects from a quantified view of the top critical objectives [14]. 

Intelligent, but ignorant. Champions with ‘financial budgets’, and children with quality. 

 

 

Ill. Concepts of weekly delivery cycles with stakeholder feedback. From HP, a client applying our Evo method 

on a large scale [24, 29, 32, 33, 34 ill. source] 
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One lesson I have learned, which may surprise most people, is that it seems if you really 

try to find some value delivery by the second week and every week thereafter, you can 

do it. No matter what the project size or type. I have done it on large US Defense IT 

systems [35, Persinscom]. I have done it on 25 successive aircraft projects. We just did 

it at a large multinational bank a few months ago. I’ve been doing it since I was 20! The 

‘big trick’ is that we are NOT constructing a large complex system from scratch. We 

invariably leverage off of existing systems, even those that are planned to be retired, 

which need improvement. And we make use of systematic decomposition principles [29, 

21, and in decomposition principles in detail with cases 35]. The big trick is to ignore the 

‘construction mode’ that developers have, and focus on ‘Stakeholder Value Delivery’ 

mode. 

 

•PP1.(Budget) No Evo cycle shall exceed 2% of total budget before delivering 

measurable results to a ‘real’ environment. 

 

•PP2. (Deadline) No Evo cycle will exceed 2% of total project time (=one week, for 

a 1 year project) before it demonstrates practical measurable improvement, of 

the kind you targeted. 

 

•PP3.(Priority)  Evo cycles which deliver the most ‘planned value to stakeholders, 

for the ‘resources they claim’, shall be delivered first, to the stakeholder. Do the 

juicy bits first! 

Template: “Decomposition Policy” [35]:  This is my simple advice to top managers, when they ask me how 

they can support deploying the Evo method, and getting rapid results. Demand this from your development 

teams. If they complain re-train or re-place. No excuses! They will just delay necessary results if not led by 

management. History is clear.  

 

Courage Value 8. Immediately implement the most-valued stakeholder-needs by 

next week. 

Don’t wait, don’t study (analysis paralysis), don’t make excuses. Just do it! 

 

This attitude really is courageous. In development environments where managers are 

traditionally happy to wait years with no results at all – it takes courage to suggest we 

should try to start delivering the value stream immediately and continuously. It is rather 

revolutionary. Yet surely no one would argue it is not desirable?  

Part of being courageous is having the courage to say you are sure we will succeed in 

finding small (weekly) value delivery increments.  
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Most people have no training and no ‘theory’ [35] for doing this. Most people have never 

seen it happen in practice. Agile developers have now widely practiced delivery of 

functionality (stories) in small increments. That is a start, culturally. But functions are 

not the same thing as value delivery to stakeholders. 

 

  Assuming you can deliver reasonable value for effort-spend, week after week – a 

surprising thing happens: 

People cease to care about ‘the deadline’ 

People cease to ask for estimates of the monetary budget 

You are strongly encouraged to keep on going, until value is less than costs 

You end up delivering far more real value than other projects do, well before ‘the 

deadline’ (that would have been set, and would have been overrun) 

Management shifts focus from budget, and costs -  to Return on Investment 

 

I sometimes simplify this method by calling it the ‘1.1.1.1.1.1’ method, or we could call 

it the ‘Unity’ Method 

Plan, in 1 week 

To deliver at least 1% 

of at least 1 requirement 

To at least 1 real stakeholder 

Using at least 1 design idea, 

On at least 1 function of the system 

It is amazing the practical power of this simple idea of Unity 

 

If you really try, and management persists in encouragement and support, it almost 

always works. It sure beats waiting for weeks, months, and years, and ‘nothing happens’ 

– of value for stakeholders. 

 

As a consultant, I always have the courage to propose we do this, and the courage to 

say I know our team will find a way. Management is at least curious enough to let us try 

(it costs about a week or two). And it always works. Management does not always 

actually go for real delivery the second week. There can be political, cultural and 

contractual constraints. But they get the point that this is predictably do-able. 

 

Delivering value to ‘customers’ is in fact what the Agile people have declared they 

wanted to do – but in my view they never really understood value and stakeholders. 

They (Manifesto Signers) don’t even have the courage to recognize that, in public, and 

do something active about it. I have a feeling they do not really care. It should be said 
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several of them have acknowledged the potential usefulness of Planguage (value, 

stakeholder, quantified quality) ideas to me and in public. But I have not seen them 

come out and write or teach their methods differently.  

One interesting exception – but he did not sign the Manifesto, and is really a very 

different culture from the other guys (hint Top Gun, Medical Researcher) – Jeff 

Sutherland. Jeff is the guy behind the most successful agile method, Scrum. He has 

come out in public and acknowledged the need for a much better value-oriented front 

end to Scrum. I hope he can influence the change to current Scrum practices in the 

direction of a far more stakeholder-value delivery environment. As Jeff makes clear, 

Scrum essence is the feedback and learning loop. All kinds of practical things have to be 

added locally to make it a practical tool. And he and I believe stakeholder value focus is 

a necessary improvement. His colleague (Scrum Alliance), Gabrielle Benefield has 

worked with me to develop some teaching materials for Product Owners, in order to 

teach the basics of stakeholders and value quantification [35 ]. Gabrielle has had the 

real courage to put in significant time, money, and client-directed effort to make 

changes in Scrum front end practices. She is really ‘agile’ ! 

 

 

 

  

 

Courage Value 9. Tell stakeholders exactly what quantified improvement you will 

deliver next week (or at least next release!) 

• Confirmit [16] actually uses impact estimation  [4, 10, 19] to guess what 

value will be delivered next week (see illustration above). I think they did not 

directly tell the affected stakeholders what they predicted. Most of them got 

to see the results each quarter. And the results were incredible. 
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•  
• Case, Confirmit. The 5 best of 25 initial results in the first quarter release of using Evo. 

•  

• But once Confirmit realized they could continually get such great 

improvements, they did brag about it numerically on their website marketing! 

So they were not afraid to indicate they were good and using Evo, as they 

mentioned, they expected to continue dramatic improvement. 

•  

• Since even this process of getting amazing improvements is still quite 

unpredictable, you don’t really know if you will get 20% or 200% 

improvement; maybe it would be foolhardy, rather than courageous, to tell 

people what they were going to get next week. But, based on the weekly 

proven changes, you could announce, safely, what improvements in value you 

were going to deliver in the next major release! 

 

Courage Value 10. Use any design, strategy, method, process that works well 

quantitatively in order to get your results. 

Be a systems engineer, not a just a programmer (a ‘Softcrafter’ [4]). 

Do not be limited by your personal craft background, in serving your paymasters – 

getting real stakeholder results. 

Have the courage to do whatever it takes to deliver first class results! 

 

In current Agile software practices, the emphasis is on programming, and coding. Design 

and architecture mean program logic architecture. Agile developers do not include in 

their design practices or responsibility, data structures, databases, network architecture, 

hardware architecture, motivation, training, contractual deals, maintenance, system 

porting, operations and all other elements of the real ‘system’. They seem narrowly 

Description of requirement/work task Past Status 

Usability.Productivity: Time for the system to generate a survey 7200 sec 15 sec 

Usability.Productivity: Time to set up a typical specified Market Research-
report (MR) 

65 min 20 min 

Usability.Productivity: Time to grant a set of End-users access to a Report 
set and distribute report login info. 

80 min 5 min 

Usability.Intuitiveness: The time in minutes it takes a medium experienced 
programmer to define a complete and correct data transfer definition with 
Confirmit Web Services without any user documentation or any other aid 

15 min 5 min 

Performance.Runtime.Concurrency: Maximum number of simultaneous 
respondents executing a survey with a click rate of 20 sec and an response 
time<500 ms, given a defined [Survey-Complexity] and a defined [Server 
Configuration, Typical] 

250 users 6000 
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focused on their code. In fact, as I have said, they focus on the code ‘functions’, and not 

even the code qualities!. Listen to them write, speak, tweet – it is all about code, stories, 

use cases. 

  If the hot-shot coders of the world decline responsibility, then someone else must have 

the courage to take the systems-wide responsibility for requirements, design, 

architecture, and full practical implementation. The coder will be ‘reduced’ to the 

‘bricklayer’ they seem to be.  

   In order to get competitive results, someone else – a ‘real’ architect will have to take 

over the overall responsibility. Sad, because many of the coders I know are quite 

intelligent – they could learn to do a real system architect’s job, a real system engineers 

job. But they don’t seem to want to.  

   Fine. First class coding is valuable, like first class crafts of any kind. But I wish they 

would not call themselves engineers and architects; not to mention Scrum ‘Masters’ 

(after two days attendance). Who do they think they are kidding? Not exactly ‘humble’! 

 

 

   

Diagram: my ‘Competitive Engineering’ view of systems engineering [10]. This set of disciplines figures out 

what the crafts need to do in order to deliver results. Serious and large software systems need to be developed 

using these disciplines. OK, this is a bit much for most software IT projects, but we do need something more 

than badly trained, motivated, and managed  ‘Product Owners’ to run the show? 
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Summary 

The Agile Manifesto [2] was never a well formulated document, from the point of view of making sure we did 

the right things right. I have at least, in my principles and values here, tried, in my not too humble opinion, to 

show a specific alternative – how it might have been. The manifesto has of course been successful in getting a 

wave of change. And moving to rapid iteration is a ‘good thing’. But rapidly iterating in wrong directions is not 

progress. The key idea of intelligent iteration towards well-defined stakeholder values, was clearly and 

extensively spelled out in Principles of Software Engineering Management [4 in 1988], which most of the 

leading agile gurus point to as a source of some of their agile ideas [5 to 12]. But as some of them reflect 

today, they missed at least one simple but essential point – ‘stakeholder value’ needs to be the guiding light 

for the iterative process – not functions and stories. 

Hey, we are still a young discipline. We only wasted about a decade getting this wrong. Software has been 

seeing failed fads come and go for 50 years. We have so many experienced intelligent people now – maybe we 

can get it right in the next revolution? 

If the IT-project failure rate (total plus partial) goes down from about 90% (Standish) to less than 2%, you will 

know we got it right, for a change. Do you think we can do it right by my 100th Birthday?  
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